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Our aim is to offer innovative and environmentally friendly funeral solutions.
We strive to provide reliable products and services to funeral homes. 

Our innovations have become the model to follow in the funeral industry.

Families who work with us look for a dignified, moving and environmentally
friendly farewell for their loved ones.

We are proud members of  ICCFA, ALPAR and NFDA.
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https://cdn.limboeurope.com/storage/document/miembro-iccfa-6c5.pdf
https://cdn.limboeurope.com/storage/document/certificado-de-membresia-a-alpar-1bn.pdf
https://cdn.limboeurope.com/storage/document/miembro-de-la-nfda-fdf.pdf


Ecological alternative:
Hermetic NOZn bag

Ecological alternative for
transporting deceased people



Handmade
bags

We use biodegradable materials in many of our products and provide
solutions that reduce waste from funeral sector processes.

Made in Europe, Spain. 

High quality biodegradable materials. 

Airtight
Minimum storage space
Biodegradable
Light. Brings down transport costs
Can be incinerated
Easy to install

1.
2.
3.
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Zinc-free casket
An ecological alternative for transporting deceased
people.

The Hermetic NOZn is an airtight biodegradable body
bag that complies with the regulations for transport of
bodies by land or air. 

Different shapes and sizes available. 
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Zinc-free casket
An ecological alternative for transporting deceased people.

Velcro strips to fix the product inside the coffin

Internal rods that keep the form of the product and
facilitate the identification of the corpse.

Sealing airtight system composed by zipper covered by
adhesive strip.
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Eco filter
Incinerable. Ecological.

The Limbo Filter is specially designed to filter out the gases that may be given off inside the Hermetic
NOZn when transporting a body. It avoid risky pressure changes in air transport.The product works by
filtering out these gases and preventing bad odors. 
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Hermetic biodegradable body bag SU1

Its double-zip system with adhesive strip means it is totally
airtight. Manufactured with biodegradable materials so it
can be used for both burials or cremations. During the
cremation, it does not give off toxic waste over allowed
emission limits.

One size: 2, 25 m

Rectangular shape



Biodegradable urns
for humans

Biodegradable urns which when
placed in their final resting place
allow the loved one's ashes to be
returned to the biosphere



Craftsmanship: 
unique pieces

We use biodegradable materials in many of our products and provide
solutions that reduce waste from funeral sector processes.

Handcrafted in Spain. Europe.

We choose the option with the least
environmental impact



Esparcimiento en el mar
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Salium (Nushell)
Material: sea salt

Capacity: 0,75 / 3 / 4 L

Samsara
Material: sand

Capacity: 0,75 / 3 / 4 L

Cuarzo
Material: cuartz sand
Capacity: 0,75 / 3 / 4 L

LIMBO EUROPE
Biodegradable urns: coastal areas or sea 
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Oceanus
Material: sea salt

Capacity: 3 L

Arenae
Material: sand
Capacity: 3 L

Biodegradable urns: coastal areas or sea 
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Geos 
Material: soil

Capacity: 0,75 / 3 / 4 L

Olea
Material: olive stone

Capacity: 0,75 / 3 / 4 L

Biodegradable urns: in the ground 
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 3 L  0,75 L 4 L
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Biodegradable urns: measures
LIMBO EUROPE



Biodegradable urns
for pets

You can give your pets the
dignified farewell they deserve, in
what was their favorite spot.
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Geos 
Material: soil

Capacity: 0,75 / 3 L

Salium (Nushell)
Material: sea salt

Capacity: 0,75 / 3 L

Samsara
Material: sand

Capacity: 0,75 / 3 L

Biodegradable urns for pets: ground and sea
LIMBO EUROPE
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Biodegradable urns for pets: measures

 3 L  0.75 L



Ecological urns for
storing ashes

Made from an ecological
material derived from wood-
lignin, which is resistant, light
and long-lasting.
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Lignum
Material: lignin

Capacity: 3 L

Mediterranea Gaudi
Material: lignin

Capacity: 3 L
 

Flamma
Material: recycled glass and bee wax

Capacity: 3 L
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 3 L
Mediterranea/Lignum

 3 L
Flamma



Biodegradable bags
for urns

Jute bags



Craftsmanship: 
jute bags

Jute bags for transporting the urns. One size available: 22,5 x 31 cm

We choose the option with the least
environmental impact



Ashes pendants

Some beautiful pendants to
remember your loved one
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All our models
include a stainless
steel chain and a
display box.



Fingerprint Jewelry
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High quality personalised jewellery, featuring
fingerprints. Combination of craftsmanship and
unique techniques leads to outstanding jewellery. 

Different materials  and combination to choose:
white gold, yellow gold, silver. 

LIMBO EUROPE



The green memory:

A flower arrangement made up of
removable living plants, for
remembering our loved ones.



An innovative concept which turns the traditional
floral wreath into an organic form of remembrance
in which relatives and close friends can participate. 

Instead of cut flowers, use a floral remembrance
made up of removable living plants and share them
at the ceremony. 

The green memory
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The green memory is composed of three elements: 

The green memory
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Ring Pots Pot holder
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The green memory: ring

The green memory
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It is assembled by connecting 4
pieces that will form the circular
base. 

The ring is the part of the wreath
which can be reused.

2 colors available

80 cm
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The pots are designed with a patented system that fit
in the ring.

The pots together form a wreath.
Each pot can be separated easily
from the ring in order to offer the
plants to the family as a present.

2 colors available
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The green memory: pots

The green memory
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The green memory: pot holder for distribution

The green memory
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Each of the pots delivered can
include a pot holder for
convenience during transport. 

The funeral home can also
customise it.
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The green memory: custom project

The green memory
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Adapt your wreath using
your own preferences

The Green Memory system
gives you plenty of room for
adaptation, and various
shapes are available. 

Heart: 14 pots Premium wreath: 29 pots
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Celestis conducts memorial spaceflights, affordably
launching the spacecraft to, and returning from, outer
space; orbiting planet Earth; to the Moon; and soon
into deep space.

Limbo Europe is an authorized dealer.
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Contact us:

E mail: info@limboeurope.com

Phone: +34 965 14 64 80 

Location:  Alicante, Spain. 


